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We explore the phase diagram of the dissipative Rabi-Hubbard model, as could be realized by a Raman-
pumping scheme applied to a coupled cavity array. There exist various exotic attractors, including
ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, and incommensurate fixed points, as well as regions of persistent
oscillations. Many of these features can be understood analytically by truncating to the two lowest lying
states of the Rabi model on each site. We also show that these features survive beyond mean field, using
matrix product operator simulations.
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Introduction.—A number of recent experimental break-
throughs [1–4] have spurred the investigation of non-
equilibrium properties of hybrid quantum many-body
systems of interacting matter and light. Characterized by
excitations with a finite lifetime, when sustained by finite-
amplitude optical drives they display steady-state phases
that are generally far richer [5–10] than their equilibrium
counterparts [11,12]. Critical phenomena in these open
driven-dissipative systems often come with genuinely new
properties and novel dynamic universality classes, even
when an effective temperature can be identified [13–17], a
statement that can be made robust in renormalization group
calculations [18,19]. Coupled cavity QED systems [20–22]
have emerged as natural platforms to study many-body
physics of open quantum systems. The current fabrication
and control capabilities in solid-state quantum optics allows
us to probe lattice systems [23–31] in the mesoscopic
regime, providing a first glimpse into how macroscopic
quantum behavior may arise far from equilibrium. It is
therefore of interest to identify a physical system where a
nonequilibrium phase transition (i) can be studied—at least
in principle—in the thermodynamic limit, (ii) can be
compared to an equilibrium analogue through a proper
limiting procedure, and (iii) can be easily realized in an
architecture that is currently available.
The Rabi-Hubbard (RH) model [32] represents the
minimal description of coupled cavity QED systems,
explicitly containing terms which do not conserve the
particle number. These terms are relevant for the low-
frequency behavior of the coupled system and their
inclusion lead, in equilibrium, to a Z2-symmetry breaking
phase transition between a quantum disordered paraelectric
phase and an Ising ferroelectric [32,33]. The equilibrium
RH transition requires a sizable intercavity hopping or
light-matter interaction, of the order of the transition
frequency of cavities and qubits [32]. While such ultra-
strong coupling regimes have recently been realized in
specific circuit QED architectures [34], they are hard to
achieve in lattice cavity QED settings. To overcome this
challenge it is therefore crucial to engineer effective
realizations of the RH model by, e.g., suitably designed
driving schemes. In this Letter, we study the behavior of
such a scheme that leads to a RHmodel with highly tunable
parameters and in a fully nonequilibrium regime.
The interplay of drive and dissipation results in exotic
attractors, remarkably different from thermal equilibrium,
with rich patterns of symmetry breaking including incom-
mensurate and antiferroelectric ordering. In the following,
we identify and explain these orders, and the associated
phase transitions using a variety of mean field approaches
and then confirm the qualitative picture by simulating a
one-dimensional open RH model with a matrix product
operator (MPO) approach [35–39].
Tunable open Rabi-Hubbard model.—Recently, several
proposals to engineer effective light-matter interactions by
suitable designed driving schemes have appeared [40–43],
based on a variety of platforms including superconducting
circuit QED, impurities in diamond, and ultracold atoms [4].
Here for concreteness we consider a lattice of coupled cavity-
QED systems, where on each lattice site n there is a four-level
system which is driven and coupled to a cavity mode
(see Fig. 1). We can write the full Hamiltonian as Hˆ ¼
J
P
hnmiaˆ
†
naˆm þ
P
nhˆ
4LS
n , where J is the hopping rate, aˆ
†
n, aˆn
are creation and annihilation operators of the cavity mode,
while hˆ4LSn ¼ω0a†naˆnþ
P
j¼0;1;r;sEjjjinhjjnþHˆintþHˆdriveðtÞ
describes the driven four-level atom coupled to cavity. The
key idea of this Raman pumping scheme [40] is that the cavity
mediates transitions between states 0↔ r, 1↔ s (blue
arrows in Fig. 1), i.e., Hˆint¼ aˆnðgrjrih0jþgsjsih1jÞþH:c:
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while a two-frequency pump drives the transitions
1↔ r, 0↔ s (red arrows in Fig. 1), i.e., HˆdriveðtÞ ¼
Ωr
2
e−iω
p
r tjrih1j þ Ωs
2
e−iω
p
s tjsih0j þ H:c: The combined effect
of light-matter interaction and drive is to induce an effective
direct coupling between the two low-lying atomic states.
More formally, this can be shown by the standard procedure
of first eliminating the explicit time-dependence of HdriveðtÞ
moving to a rotating frame and then eliminating the excited
states to obtain an effective model for the cavity photon and
the states j0i, j1i acting as an effective qubit [44]. The
effective Hamiltonian takes the generalized RH form
HˆRH ¼ −J
X
hnmi
aˆ†naˆm þ
X
n
h^n; ð1Þ
hˆn ¼
ω0
2
σˆzn þ ωaˆ†naˆn þ ðgaˆ†nσˆ−n þ g0aˆ†nσˆþn þ H:c:Þ; ð2Þ
where on each site n we have now a two-level system,
σˆþ ¼ j1ih0j, σˆ− ¼ j0ih1j. The corotating and counterrotat-
ing couplings g, g0, as well as the effective cavity and qubit
frequencies ω, ω0 are tunable through the amplitude and
frequency of the Raman drive [44]. We stress that although
described by a static Hamiltonian, the problem retains its
nonequilibrium character since cavity and qubit excitations
are coupled to baths which are described, in the rotating
frame, by a nonthermal distribution of modes. To account for
the dissipative nature of the problem, we use a master
equation for the density matrix of the system
_ρ ¼ −i½HRH; ρ þ
P
nDn½ρ, where the Liouvillian has the
form
Dn½ρ ¼ γL½σˆ−n ; ρ þ κL½aˆn; ρ; ð3Þ
withL½Xˆ; ρ ¼ 2XˆρXˆ† − Xˆ†Xˆρ − ρXˆ†Xˆ the Lindblad super-
operator. Here, κ and γ are (constant) decay rates.
The RH Hamiltonian in Eq. (1), as well as the dissipator
in Eq. (3), have a global Z2 parity symmetry, corresponding
to a simultaneous change of sign of cavity and qubit
operators ðaˆ†; σˆþÞ → ð−aˆ†;−σˆþÞ. As a result, on general
grounds we can expect a steady state phase diagram with a
symmetric phase, where any quantity which is odd under
parity will vanish, i.e., hσˆxni ¼ haˆn þ aˆ†ni ¼ 0, and a phase
with broken Z2 parity symmetry.
Mean Field Theory of open Rabi-Hubbard Model.—To
characterize the steady state properties of open RH model
we make a mean-field ansatz for the system density matrix
ρ ¼ ⊗
n
ρn. The dynamics reduces to a collection of inequi-
valent single-site RH problems ∂tρn ¼ −i½hˆn; ρn þ
Dn½ρn þ iJ½αnaˆn þ αnaˆ†n; ρn in a self-consistent field
αn ¼
P
m∶hmniTrðρmaˆmÞ. Such an ansatz follows the stan-
dard concept of mean-field theory, that each site sees only
the average field of its neighbors [45]. Thus, as for all
mean-field theories, it becomes increasingly accurate in
higher dimensions, as high coordination suppresses fluc-
tuation contributions beyond the mean field.
We start our discussion from the g ¼ g0 case. In order
to identify the phase boundary and to guide our analysis of
the ordered phase, it is useful to first study the instability of
the homogeneous normal state, by adding a small pertur-
bation to the factorized density matrix as done in
Ref. ([46]), i.e., ρ ¼ ⊗
n
ðρss þ δρnÞ where ρss is the normal
state density matrix obtained from the equation Mn½ρ≡
−i½hˆn;ρssþDn½ρss¼0. Considering the one-dimensional
case for simplicity and taking the fluctuations as plane
waves of the form δρn ¼
P
kδρke
iðkn−νktÞ þ H:c:, we obtain
the equation of motion
−iνkδρk ¼Mn½δρk − tkfTrðaˆδρkÞi½aˆ†; ρss þ H:c:g; ð4Þ
where tk ¼ −2J cosðkÞ is the one-dimensional bare photon
dispersion. A positive imaginary part of the frequency,
Im½νk > 0, signals the growth of fluctuations with momen-
tum k and the onset of normal state instability. The results
of linear stability analysis are plotted in Fig. 2(a) where we
can see the phase boundary in the ðg; JÞ plane and, in color
scale, the wave vector of the most unstable mode. Two
remarkable features immediately appear. First, the boun-
dary has a “nose” at small J, i.e., a minimal critical J
required to enter the ordered phase. This is in contrast to the
ground state phase diagram [32], in which the critical value
of J asymptotically approaches 0 as g ¼ g0 →∞. In
addition, the nature of the broken symmetry phase itself
shows an interesting evolution across the phase diagram.
As the most unstable wave vector evolves smoothly from
k ¼ 0, characteristic of a uniform ferroelectric (F) phase,
toward k ¼ π=2, the wavelength must pass through irra-
tional values, corresponding to an instability towards
incommensurate order. Such symmetry-broken inhomo-
geneous states require us to model a finite length array and
we consider in panels (b)–(d) a 16 site array with periodic
boundary conditions. We focus on correlations hσˆxnσˆxnþli
which at short distance [l ¼ 1, panels (b),(c)] are
FIG. 1. Schematic array of coupled cavities in (a) 1D or (b) 2D,
containing “Raman-driven” qubits. Inset: Cartoon of Raman
driving: two low-lying levels of each artificial atom are connected
via excited states. The strength of the drive determines the
effective atom-cavity coupling [44].
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ferroelectric but alternate in sign as a function of distance l
[panel (d)] revealing the inhomogeneous ordering. The
finite length of the array is enough to see the trend of
density-wave period vs hopping J, although it prevents a
continuous evolution of the period. Such an incommensu-
rate order is absent in equilibrium, where the minimum
free energy state always has a constant phase across the
array. Another unique feature of the steady state phase
diagram is the existence of limit cycles [47–50]. Within
the linear stability analysis, a limit cycle can be anticipated
if the normal state becomes unstable via a Hopf bifurcation
[51]—i.e., if there are a pair of eigenvalues νk ¼ ν0k þ iν00k
that simultaneously become unstable, leading to an oscil-
latory instability. This in fact occurs for the region around
g ¼ 0.25, J > 0.8 where the most unstable k returns to
k ¼ 0. The existence of the limit cycle is confirmed
by direct time evolution of the equations of motion; in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) the shaded region shows the envelope of
the limit cycle oscillations of the correlation function.
As we move away from the pure RH limit and consider
g ≠ g0 two main features arise [44], namely (i) the shape of
the phase boundary changes with multiple separate ordered
regions and quite remarkably (ii) for certain values of light-
matter couplings g0, g we find an instability at k ¼ π
corresponding to antiferroelectric (AF) order, where qubit
and photon polarization alternates in sign between even and
odd sites of the array, i.e., hσxni; han þ a†ni ∼ ð−1Þn. This is
a particularly striking result, considering that the effective
qubit-qubit interaction in the equilibrium ground state
would be ferromagnetic [32], and further pinpoints the
profound differences between the open driven-dissipative,
and equilibrium incarnations of the RH model.
Even extending the thermodynamics to a negative
effective temperature, it is not possible to explain all the
features identified, such as limit cycles or incommensurate
order. Predicting the pattern of steady states clearly requires
going beyond equilibrium thermodynamics.
Effective spin model.—We now introduce an effective
spin 1=2 model which captures the essential physics of the
RH model [44]. We start by considering the single site RH
model; i.e., we set J ¼ 0 in Eq. (1), and plot in figure
Figs. 3(a)–3(d) the energies and the steady state popula-
tions of its eigenstates as a function of g, for two different
values of g0=g. We first consider the g0 ¼ g case, panels (a),
(c). Here, we notice that (i) the two low-lying states become
almost degenerate for large g and (ii) they are the only states
effectively populated. The idea is then to truncate the local
Hilbert space to the two lowest energy states of the on-site
RH Hamiltonian that we denote jin according to their
(opposite) parity. Within this space the on-site Hamiltonian
simply becomes hˆeffn ¼ Δτˆzn, while the Liouvillian becomes
Deffn ½ρ¼γL½S−τˆ−n þSþτˆþn ;ρþκL½A−τˆ−n þAþτˆþn ;ρ, where
τˆi¼x;y;zn are Pauli operators, and Δ ¼ E− − Eþ is the
splitting between the lowest energy odd and even
parity states, and A, S are the matrix elements A ¼
nhjaˆnj∓in, S ¼ nhjσˆ−n j∓in. Note that the values of Δ,
A, S are all functions of g, g0, ω, ω0, found by
diagonalizing the Rabi model [32,44]. In addition, these
local effective two-level systems are coupled by an aniso-
tropic exchange mediated by photons Jx;y ∼ JðA−  AþÞ,
which gives rise to an effective Hamiltonian in the trans-
verse field Ising universality class.
We now show that the effective model captures the
salient features of the RH model. First, in the limit of large
g ¼ g0, one can show that there is an exponentially small
splitting Δ ¼ ω0 expð−2g2=ω2Þ and the matrix elements
become almost identical A ¼ ð−1 Δ=ωÞg=ω. As a
consequence, the hopping is predominantly an Ising
coupling τˆxnτˆxnþ1, and, in d dimensions, one can derive a
simple expression for the critical hopping
Jcrit ≃ 1d

κ2g2
ω3
þ ω
3
16g2

: ð5Þ
Such an expression clearly explains the appearance of a
minimum Jcrit > κ=2d for any finite loss κ, as opposed to
the exponentially small critical coupling Jeqcrit ∼ Δ found in
equilibrium. Furthermore, Eq. (3) matches the linear-
stability phase boundary remarkably well, see Fig. 3(e).
In addition, it shows that as the loss κ → 0, the nose will
move toward g → ∞, J → 0 consistent with the equilib-
rium phase diagram [32].
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FIG. 2. (a) Mean-field phase diagram of driven-dissipative
Rabi-Hubbard model at g ¼ g0, ω ¼ ω0, calculated by linear
stability analysis of the normal state. The color scale indicates the
wave vector of the most unstable mode. This wave vector predicts
the ordering seen by finding the steady state solution for a chain
of 16 cavities, as shown in panels (b)–(d). Panels (b),(c) show the
nearest-neighbor correlations on the vertical and horizontal cuts
marked in panel (a). The shaded region shows the envelope of the
limit cycle oscillations of the correlation function. Panel (d) shows
the correlation vs separation at the three points marked in panel
(c), revealing the incommensurate ordering. Parameters (also for
the other figures): ω ¼ ω0 ¼ 1, κ ¼ 0.1, γ ¼ 0.05.
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We next consider the case g0 ≠ g, and plot in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(d) the energy levels and steady state population of the
single site RH model. In this case there are energy level
crossings (see arrow), corresponding to a change in sign of
local transverse field Δ ¼ E− − Eþ for our effective spin
model. This has interesting consequences for the lattice
model as we see in panel (f), which shows the phase
diagram as obtained from linear stability analysis for
g0 ¼ g=4. At the degeneracy point the ordered phase is
suppressed, and beyond the crossing point an AF instability
occurs (see bottom arrow), as recently observed in the
transverse field Ising model [52]. Upon further increasing
the coupling g a further transition to a normal phase occurs,
followed by a recovery of ferroelectric order (top arrow).
This latter effect is associated with a population inversion
between the ji eigenstates, as one can see in the level
occupations shown in Fig. 3(d).
Thus, the sequence of F-AF-F can be explained as follows:
At small g the ground state is that of even parity, and this state
is the most occupied, leading to F. On increasing g, first the
energy ordering of the odd and even parity states is swapped,
leading to AF, where the even parity state is most occupied
despite being of higher energy. Then, the occupation of the
even and odd parity states inverts, so that once again the
lowest energy state is maximally occupied, and F ordering is
restored. The qualitative picture emerging from the effective
spin model is able to reproduce the salient features of the RH
model, both in termsof thephaseboundary and in termsof the
pattern of broken symmetry phases [44], at least for moderate
values of g. At yet higher coupling g, even higher states
become occupied sequentially when resonances between
excited state energy levels occur. The occupation of these
higher levels demonstrates the eventual failure of the effective
spin 1=2 model at large g.
MPO results.—A natural question is whether our mean
field analysis survives strong quantum fluctuations in low
dimensions. In this respect, the effective spin model has the
advantage of being amenable to an exact numerical treat-
ment with an infinite matrix product operator approach,
which we now turn to describe. In Fig. 4 we show infinite
matrix product operator results for spin correlators evalu-
ated for g0=g ¼ 0.25, J ¼ 0.5 as a function of g at various
separations l between sites [panel (a)] and as a function of
separation l at various values of g. These numerically exact
results confirm the ordering seen in mean field, specifically
the sequence of F-AF-F upon increasing g, but additionally
show that in low dimensions, fluctuations destroy long-
range order in driven-dissipative systems, as expected.
Further results are presented in the Supplemental
Material [44] supporting this statement.
In summary, we have presented the steady-state phase
diagram of the nonequilibrium Rabi-Hubbard model, using
various mean-field-based techniques and a matrix product
operator approach that can capture effects beyond mean
field. The phase diagram of the nonequilibrium model was
found to be far richer than the equilibrium analogue,
exhibiting ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, and incommensu-
rate ordering. In addition, the phase diagram was found to
also exhibit limit-cycle solutions. The matrix product oper-
ator results confirm qualitatively the pattern of the phases.
The research data supporting this publication can be
accessed at http://dx.doi.org/10.17630/a8829c09-7d49-
4472-8e9e-f8219b53d640.
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FIG. 3. Properties of the effective spin model g0=g ¼ 1 (left)
and g0=g ¼ 0.25 (right). (a),(b) Eigenvalues and (c),(d) normal
state populations of the eigenstates of the Rabi model. The
effective spin 1=2 model truncates to only the first two levels:
the solid (red) and long-dashed (orange) curves. For g0=g ¼ 0.25,
the energies and populations of these levels cross, as marked by
an arrow. (e),(f) Phase diagram of the effective Ising model as
obtained by linear stability analysis, with color scale indicating
the wave vector of the most unstable mode, and by mean field
analysis (dashed line). Arrows in panel (f) mark the crossing
points marked in panels (b),(d).
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FIG. 4. Correlations of the one-dimensional effective spin 1=2
model, evaluated in an infinite-MPO approach for g0=g ¼ 0.25,
J ¼ 0.5. (a) Correlations vs g, at various separations l between
sites. (b) Correlations vs separation at various values of g. These
confirm the ordering seen in mean-field theory, specifically the
sequence of F-AF-F on increasing g, but show only short-range
order as expected in one dimension.
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